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In 2014 media around the world buzzed with news that an archaeological team from Parks
Canada had located and identified the wreck of HMS Erebus, the flagship of Sir John Franklin’s
lost expedition to find the Northwest Passage. Finding Franklin outlines the larger story and the
cast of detectives from every walk of life that led to the discovery, solving one of the Arctic’s
greatest mysteries. In compelling and accessible prose, Russell Potter details his decades of
work alongside key figures in the era of modern searches for the expedition and elucidates how
shared research and ideas have led to a fuller understanding of the Franklin crew’s final months.
Illustrated with numerous images and maps from the last two centuries, Finding Franklin
recounts the more than fifty searches for traces of his ships and crew, and the dedicated, often
obsessive, men and women who embarked on them. Potter discusses the crucial role that Inuit
oral accounts, often cited but rarely understood, played in all of these searches, and continue to
play to this day, and offers historical and cultural context to the contemporary debates over the
significance of Franklin’s achievement. While examination of HMS Erebus will undoubtedly
reveal further details of this mystery, Finding Franklin assembles the stories behind the myth and
illuminates what is ultimately a remarkable decades-long discovery.

"Finding Franklin is a compelling book. Potter is one of the most respected Franklin scholars in
the world and this volume shows us why. He has an intimate familiarity with the vast material on
the search and understands - better than anyone else - its place within the cultural imagination."
Michael F. Robinson, University of Hartford"With ambitious scope and profound depth, Potter
(Arctic Spectacles) deftly demonstrates that truth can indeed be stranger and more fascinating
than fiction … This seamless blend of research and captivating storytelling showcases the
curiosity, frailty, and endurance of the human spirit."— Publisher’s WeeklyAbout the
AuthorRussell A. Potter is professor of English at Rhode Island College and the author of Arctic
Spectacles: The Frozen North in Visual Culture, 1818-1875.
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Hegelian, “No map. This book really needed a good map, which the academic press may have
been unwilling to pay for. Some good editing would have been helpful; there's a certain amount
of repetition of detail, especially between the introduction and first chapter and the rest of the
book, and a bizarre few pages summarizing what goes on in the movie Passage. Further, it's
unclear why the story is "untold." That said, the chapters on the more recent searches like
Woodman and Ranford are welcome and vary from the usual perspective, and overall the book
is well-written.”

Locked Lamora, “Pleasant Read, Full of Information. I caught 'Franklin Fever', as it has been
called, a few years ago after reading Dan Simmons 'The Terror'. Since that time, I have spent
much of my free time reading various books and blogs relating the expedition and what
happened in the years that followed. I regularly check Professor Potter's Franklin blog, 'Visions of
the North', and when I found he was writing a book I knew it was a must-read.The book itself
doesn't provide much new information, and it is a shame it was published before the finding of
the Terror because I would have liked to read the author's perspective on the discovery. I have
spent enough time reading accounts of the search and I would say I have a good understanding
of its history, but I never found the book to be boring. It's a great collection of everything that
happened up until 2014 and has some really great analysis. At the same time, I recommended
the book to my mother, who has no real previous knowledge of the story. This book hits a nice
area where armchair 'experts' and those new to the story will both have an enjoyable read.Major
explorers have their own chapters, I especially enjoyed the chapter on David Woodman. I like
Potter's view that we may never know what actually happened; he doesn't claim to have the
answer. He provides information in a professional and straightforward manner, and I was able to
breeze right through in three or four days of after work reading.I would totally recommend this
even if you don't know anything about Franklin or the search afterward. It's well written and you
will certainly learn something.”

Jeffrey Arnoldi, “An excellent summary of the search for Franklin. This is a great summary of the
search for answers regarding the Franklin Expedition. It was Wray a time when the ships were
Brit found and there are very good summaries of the previous search efforts. This is not the
ultimate summary but it is an excellent and easy read.”

R. Carnovale, “One of the best. I have been researching the Franklin Expedition for two years
and this is one of the best resources I have found. Dr. Potter’s account is precise, well-written,
and thoroughly researched. I highly recommend this volume to anyone who is interested in
Franklin-ology.”

Big Miss Sunbeam, “Couldn't Put This Book Down!. Potter is famous in Franklin circles for his



extensive knowledge about not just the Franklin Expedition but also the decades of searches for
this mysterious event. What is most welcome about Potter is his ability to synthesize all this
information into a fascinating whole. Potter wears his learning lightly and ends his book with a
welcome surge of hope.”

Charles B. Olson, “First rate Franklin book. Very good summary of search for Franklin, touching
on many of the lesser known explorers and investigators of the fate of the lost ships. The recent
discovery of HMS Erebus has reignited interest in the mystery of the worst disaster in Arctic
exploration history. Much remains unknown, but Mr. Potter puts the history of the search for
Franklin in an informative and entertaining fashion.”

Robert Montgomery, “Fascinating story and well told.. I knew some things about Franklin, but
next to nothing about the efforts to determine the fates of him and the crews of the 2 ships. This
book covers those efforts with enthusiastic eloquence.”

Stonewaller, “Excellent review of the Franklin search over the past 170 .... Excellent review of the
Franklin search over the past 170 years. Brought together much information and written by an
expert on these matters in a very readable story.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A great introduction to the mystery of Franklin's Lost Ships. This is an
easy read and leads you through the years of searching for Franklin and his ships. Enlightening
and fascinating, leaving you eager to find out more. Thoroughly recommend this for anyone
wanting an introduction to this fascinating topic.”

Mr Robert W Patten, “Five Stars. Good service. Fantastic book.”

DonOutdoors, “Good overview of the Franklin story up to the finding of HMS Erebus. If you're a
Franklin Expedition buff as I am, this book brings you up to date on past and recent discoveries.
It is well written and the author provides lots of interesting details. My only complaint would be
the lack of maps. Numerous Arctic locations are cited and I regularly consulted Google Maps to
orient myself.”

Michael Tapper, “Five Stars. Excellent”

The book by Russell A. Potter has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 41 people have provided feedback.
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